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1.	General overview
This chapter follows on from one  on library management systems (LMSs) written for British  Librarianship 1991-2000​[1]​. That chapter ended  with an overview of library management systems (LMSs) of the late 1990s by Akeroyd ​[2]​ who described some of the functionality required by future systems which included:
	the integration of multiple sources and systems, both of bibliographic information and the full-text of documents;
	the simplification of access to sources;
	the personalisation of systems;
	a change in the way that software is created and maintained.

The period under review in this chapter, 2001-5,  reveals a number of changes in the LMS marketplace. The annual commentary on the LMS marketplace carried out for the  April 1st issue of Library Journal gives a US perspective – which in many ways can be used to indicate trends in the period on this side of the ‘pond’ too. In 2002, for instance, Breeding​[3]​ noted that a small number of ever-expanding companies controlled the greatest share of the LMS market. OPACs were being developed to form ‘information portals’ to provide access to more content than basic bibliographic records (e.g.  displaying  book jacket images, providing access to tables of contents, abstracts, and reviews). A linked development involved allowing users to search across several  information sources simultaneously. This technique became known as  metasearching, or federated searching, with the  resulting  set of ‘hits’ presented to a user  being usually sorted with duplicates (if able to be identified successfully) removed.  Some LMS companies developed their own software for this, for instance Ex Libris’ MetaLib product, whereas as others bought in the technology from others, such as MuseGlobal and WebFeat. A key standard used in metasearching is that of the OpenURL. Zhu​[4]​ provided an overview of the development of the OpenURL and its impact on library services.
	In 2003, Breeding and Roddy​[5]​ described how several  LMS suppliers were ranked in specific areas, for instance: 
	Dynix supported the most multi-user systems;
	Sirsi sold the most multi-user systems with 207 contracts for Unicorn; 
	Innovative Interfaces maintained the highest retention rate of libraries migrating from its legacy system Innopac to the newer Millennium; 
	Dynix, had the largest overall personnel count with around 450 full-time equivalent employees. 
A trend noted in the academic library sector was for LMS companies to link in with student courseware packages, for instance, Endeavor’s links with the Blackboard Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). VLEs became increasingly used in academic institutions in the UK during the 2000s and an overview of their development and the need for library staff to be involved in their implementation was given by MacColl.​[6]​
	The launch of Google Scholar and the decision by Google to digitise collections of major libraries (including the Bodleian Library in the UK) caused  Breeding​[7]​ to refer to 2005 as a ‘landmark’ year. The Google web search engine was found by researchers (e.g. Urquhart et al.​[8]​ ) to be the search system of choice for many users  and so LMS providers need to be aware that innovative technological solutions are needed to satisfy the expectations of users.  One solution adopted by VTLS, and which is included in the implementation of  the Virtua  LMS at the National Library of Wales in Aberystwyth, is the AquaBrowser visualisation software which provides search features via a graphic interface​[9]​.
	A major government initiative  affecting libraries in the public sector in the UK during 2001 -5 was the formation of the Museums, Libraries and Archives (MLA) Council (originally known as Resource ) and the linked regional agencies which aim to lead the transformation of museums, libraries and archives in the future. In particular, one project, the  People’s Network (PN) project revolutionised the delivery of the UK’s public library services, and which, inter alia, had an affect on services supplied by LMSs. By the end of 2003 all 4,000  public libraries had the necessary equipment, including 30,000 PCs,  and communications technologies to enable users to access the Web and other ICT services. Various evaluation studies of the PN project (e.g. Sommerlad​[10]​) demonstrated its value both for digitally and socially excluded users as well as others. Part of the PN funding was allocated for training of all library staff and in many instances this involved staff studying initially for the European Computer Driving Licence (ECDL) which was then often followed by more specific training.  Rainbow​[11]​ described how staff in Medway Library, Information and Museum Service benefited from this training  and gained competence in applying ICT in a range of library activities. Following on from the PN project many public libraries started to provide a variety of web-based services to their users who did not physically have to be within the library – i.e. with their library card number as an access key, information from a variety of e-resources could be accessed through the public library.
	In the academic sector, the funding for the Electronic Libraries (eLib) Programme which started in the 1990s completed with the final phase (Phase 3) in 2001. The aim of the final phase was to consolidate the work of the earlier projects in a practical context with a series of projects in areas  including digital preservation, large scale resource discovery ( also known as ‘clumps’) and hybrid libraries. The hybrid libraries projects investigated issues surrounding the integration of digital and traditional library resources. Breaks​[12]​ provided an overview of these projects and described how one, BUILDER at Birmingham University, had built links with the Talis LMS. A summative evaluation  of the eLib Phase 3 projects was carried out by Whitelaw and Joy ​[13]​,  and  Rusbridge​[14]​, who was the Programme Director for  of eLib, provided a personal overview of the projects. 
By the 2000s libraries, whether public, university, college, medical, government, legal, industrial, or school, dealt increasingly with digital (or electronic)  materials including e-books, e-journals, e-reports, e-theses and so on. The phrases ‘electronic library’ or ‘digital library’ , which began to be used in the 1990s became more prevalent and books introducing these concepts were published e.g. Chowdhury and Chowdhury ​[15]​, and Tedd and Large​[16]​. Ball​[17]​ , in a book on managing suppliers (including LMS vendors) and partners in a library environment, described how ‘traditionally’ LMSs have provided access to material at the title level ( i.e. titles of books, journals and so on) but in the digital world users need access  to articles within journals and to chapters within e-books and that LMSs need to develop facilities to deal with the increasing range of e-resources. How best to provide access to the free Internet sources that might be of relevance to their users was a challenge faced by Oxford University  in 2001 and Burnett and Seuring​[18]​   concluded that access via separate gateways or via the OPAC of the LMS both had advantages and disadvantages. Cox and Yeates​[19]​ provided a review, undertaken in 2002, of a range of products from LMS suppliers that addressed the issue of managing access to e-content. Descriptions of some of these, as appropriate, are given in the following section on LMS. Secker’s book​[20]​ provided a clear introduction for librarians on how the proliferation of e-resources changed the information environment in which librarians worked and the ways in which students learn and how links can be made between the OPACs of an LMS and VLEs. An overview of digital libraries in UK further and higher education  was presented by Baker​[21]​ who, inter alia, defined a digital library ( in an academic context)  as:
“ an organisational entity that brings together a wide range of (academic) assets, including metadata, catalogues, primary source materials, learning objects, datasets, and digital repositories – in a structured and managed way. It will be a place to search for these assets, to discover their existence, to locate them and then, if required, receive them. It will also recognise and support the core authoring functions of creation, iteration, finalisation and publication.”
 Baker’s paper was based on research funded by the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) which became  a key source of funding for projects in this sector during 2001-5. JISC (http://www.jisc.ac.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.jisc.ac.uk​))  receives funding from the UK’s  further education (FE) and higher education (HE) funding councils  to provide a centralised and co-ordinated approach in a range of activities including: 
	New environments for learning, teaching and research 
	Access to electronic resources 
	The Joint Academic Network (JANET) which provides Internet access to the sector
	Guidance on institutional change 
	Advisory and consultancy services 
	Regional support for FE colleges.
Examples of JISC-funded projects undertaken during 2001-5 that are relevant in a chapter on LMSs include:
	TOCRoSS  - Table of Contents by Really Simple Syndication (RSS) -  which uses the RSS 2.0 standard to place journal tables of content (TOC) data into a library catalogue without human intervention, thus improving the accuracy of records, saving time for library administrators and adding value for library  users. Partners in this project include Talis, the University of Derby and Emerald Publishing (http://www.jisc.ac.uk/index.cfm?name=project_tocross).
	Portals Programme – which involved the development of a number of case studies in the assessment and implementation of portal solutions within an institution, and whether the choice of portal was linked to the existing LMS (http://www.jisc.ac.uk/index.cfm?name=programme_portals).
	Helping to set up regional user groups for LMS (e,g. groups for ALICE and Heritage were set up in London and Yorkshire) and exploring support for the effective use of existing LMSs. 
	DELIVER (Digital Electronic Library Integration within Virtual Environments) was a project at the London School of Economics and deMontfort University which ran from 2002-3 and which designed and implemented software tools for both users and library administrators to enable course lists of reading materials to be linked between the LMS  the VLE (Secker​[22]​).
2.	Brief descriptions of some of the  LMS available 

In this section brief descriptions will be given of some of the LMSs used in the UK between 2001 and 2005. Although no major printed directories of  LMS software have appeared during this period the Multimedia and Information Technology Group of the Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals (CILIP) produced an online information factsheet  providing access details for  30 LMS suppliers operating in the UK marketplace (http://www.mmit.org.uk/libsystems.htm (​http:​/​​/​www.mmit.org.uk​/​libsystems.htm​)). The Library Technology Guide website (http://www.librarytechnology.org/ (​http:​/​​/​www.librarytechnology.org​/​​)) was also  developed in this period and provides an online information source, albeit from North America, on LMS, although information on UK companies and libraries in the UK using specific LMSs is included. BiblioTech Review continues as an online source of information of  LMS suppliers and related industries with a monthly newsletter as well as a directory of products (http://www.openrfi.com/BTR/ (​http:​/​​/​www.openrfi.com​/​BTR​/​​)). BiblioTech Review has continued with  a good UK  coverage despite becoming part of Ringgold Inc. of Oregon during the 2000s. In the UK  the main exhibition which covered LMS was the Library and Information Show held annually in Birmingham where many suppliers had stands and presentations were made by suppliers of their latest products. 




This LMS was initially developed in the 1980s by Lipman Management Resources of Maidenhead and in the 1990s was supplied by Adlib Information Systems. ADLIB comprises a suite of optional modules which can be  integrated together as appropriate to serve the needs of libraries, archives or museums. Adlib has offices (and customers)  in Australia, Germany and the Netherlands as well as the UK. Examples of customers in Britain include the Royal College of Midwives, The National Gallery of Scotland and the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge. The ADLIB system enables cross-domain and distributed search facilities and it now uses open technologies such as XML. 

ALEPH 500 and MetaLib
The ALEPH 500 LMS software from Ex Libris started to be used in the UK in the mid-1990s. UK libraries which have installed ALEPH 500 as an LMS in this period include the British Library as well the university libraries of Aberdeen, Coventry, Dundee, Gloucestershire, Lancaster, Liverpool John Moores, Loughborough, Napier, Nottingham Trent, as well as the London Library. ALEPH 500 software was also  used in the SUNCAT (Serials Union Catalogue) project in the development of a  national union catalogue of those serials which can be accessed at the research libraries of the UK so as to enable researchers to locate serials held; to assist upgrade of library OPACs; and to provide a component within the UK digital library (Burnhill and Law ​[23]​). Researchers at Ghent University in Belgium worked on the development of the OpenURL and, with Ex Libris, produced a ‘product’ known as SFX (standing for special effects) which enabled links to be made from the LMS to the full text held within electronic resources.  Ex Libris incorporated SFX into its Metalib module which provides for searching across databases. Lewis ​[24]​ ​[25]​described the use of MetaLib at the University of East Anglia where it is used to provide a single search environment for managing e-resources (be they abstracting and indexing services, full-text e-journals, CD-ROMs, library catalogues, information gateways or local collections). Loughborough University acquired its ALEPH 500 LMS as well as MetaLib in 2001 and Stubbings ​[26]​ described the approach taken  for that implementation. ALEPH is used at over 1500 sites in 62 countries.
	There have been several instances of libraries acquiring MetaLib and SFX for metasearching solutions linked to existing (non-Ex Libris) LMSs. Examples include the University of Salford and the University of Staffordshire (both with a Talis LMS), Strathclyde (with a Voyager system) and the University of the West of England (Unicorn).

ALICE, Liberty3 and Oliver 
The ALICE LMS originated in Australia and was introduced into the UK market by its producers, Softlink,  in 1992 and has proved to be a  popular product in school libraries over the years. For instance all school libraries in Northern Ireland use ALICE. In 2005 Softlink acquired the LIMES LMS which had also been used in UK schools. To complement its market in schools Softlink released  Liberty3  in the UK market in 2002 as a web-based LMS product aimed at the corporate, special and tertiary education market. Hall​[27]​ describes the use made of Liberty3 at the library of the education centre of the Royal Liverpool and Broadgreen University Hospitals Trust. A further product, Oliver, also web-based and also aimed at the schools market was released by Softlink in 2005. Dhanjal​[28]​ described how Softlink  software had been used successfully in two school libraries in England. 

Galaxy, Open Galaxy, Calm 
The Galaxy 2000 LMS, from the British firm, DS has proved to be a popular  system,  and is used by around 30% of public libraries in the UK. The Galaxy system was the LMS chosen by the Electronic Libraries for Northern Ireland (ELFNI) project as described by  Frawley​[29]​. ELFNI was established in 2002 to procure, on behalf of the five Northern Ireland Education and Library Boards,  robust systems that would support and enable the delivery of electronic information services. During 2001-2005 DS developed its OpenGalaxy system which is built on the original Galaxy product but using an open systems architecture. Public library authorities which have implemented Open Galaxy included Brighton and Hove, Devon County, North Lincolnshire, Oxfordshire, Slough, Wakefield and West Sussex. DS also produces  related software for the archive and museum sector -  Calm for Archives software and  Calm for Museums respectively, along with a module DScovery for cross-database searching. The use of the Calm software in the development on an OPAC providing access from both on and off campus to the special collections held within the archive at the University of Birmingham is described by Needham ​[30]​ .
Heritage
The Heritage LMS developed  from a microcomputer-based software package  of the 1980s at the Cairns Library at the John Radcliffe Hospital in Oxford. The original firm, Logical Choice, became known as Inheritance Systems during the 1990s and then IS in the 2000s and is still based in Oxford. Most of IS’s 1300 customers of Heritage are UK based and there are active user groups in various parts of the country ( e.g. Cambridge Heritage User Group, South West Academic Libraries Heritage User Group). Heritage  is designed to be suitable for use in special, medical and legal libraries, colleges, schools, charities and other resource centres. The large engineering consultancy, Arup, is one example of a specialist library which chose to implement Heritage in 2002. A case study description of Arup’s decision to use Heritage is provided on the IS website (http://www.isoxford.com/users/special.htm#Arup (​http:​/​​/​www.isoxford.com​/​users​/​special.htm#Arup​)). IS has released an interlibrary loans module for the Heritage LMS which enables journals articles to be requested and delivered electronically. Duffield et al.​[31]​ described the use of Heritage in the libraries of  two law firms. 	
 Horizon, Unicorn, Corinthian  and Enterprise Portal
Horizon, Unicorn and Corinthian are all LMS products supplied by the firm SirsiDynix.  The Horizon LMS  was developed by an American firm, Ameritech Library Services, which merged with another major American LMS supplier, Dynix, during the 1990s. The firm changed its name to epixtech and then to Dynix. In 2005 the Dynix Corporation merged with another American company, the Sirsi Corporation,  developers of the Unicorn LMS, to form SirsiDynix. 
During 2001-5, the Horizon LMS   was chosen by a number of public and college libraries in the UK. Examples include  public libraries in Bracknell Forest, East Dunbartonshire, London Borough of Greenwich,  Reading,  Stirling as well as the Birmingham College of Food, Tourism and Creative Studies, Chesterfield College, Glasgow College of Food, Trinity College Carmarthen as well as the government library at the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister. Many of these libraries chose to migrate to Horizon from a previous Dynix system.
 The Unicorn LMS was introduced into the UK in the 1990s  and became a
popular LMS in medical, legal and government libraries. During 2001-5 Unicorn was also chosen by a number of public libraries, including those of  Cambridgeshire, Cardiff, Kingston upon Hull, London Borough of Sutton, North East Lincolnshire and the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea. There were also sales to specialist libraries, such as the Royal Geographic Society in London and the Royal Botanic Garden in Edinburgh, as well as to academic libraries such as Bath Spa University College, Glasgow Caledonian University, Newham College and the Royal Air Force College. Guinea ​[32]​ explained how  the Unicorn LMS is used for the  administration of document delivery, postal loans and literature searches for distance learning students at the University of  Leicester.
	The Corinthian LMS is the newest  product from SirisDynix and is designed specifically for academic and research libraries, following an extensive user needs analysis involving some 200 library staff. The University of Huddersfield opted to migrate from its Horizon LMS to Corinthian in late 2005. Reasons given for choosing Corinthian included its ability to integrate with other systems, such as the institutional portal, the VLE and to carry out searches across different databases. SirsiDynix has over 4,000 library and consortia clients in many countries around the world. 
SirsiDynix  also developed its Enterprise Portal Solution(EPS) as a  single interface to  wide variety of e-resources made available through an institution, including books from the library's collection, databases, digital archives, RSS feeds, virtual reference,  and so on. 
INNOPAC, Millennium, MAP
Innovative Interfaces Inc. (III) is an American company which started to market the INNOPAC LMS in the UK in the early 1990s  and has since developed its Millennium LMS which was successfully implemented in a number of libraries in the UK during the 2000s. For instance the university libraries at  Durham, London Metropolitan ,London South Bank, Stirling and Warwick  as well as  Edgehill College of Education and the  Plymouth College of Art and Design are examples of academic libraries that have  chosen Millennium as their LMS in this period. In the public library sector Dorset Libraries implemented Millennium in its branches and in the special library sector the Wallace Collection Library and Archives has chosen it. There are thousands of  Innovative customers in 40 countries worldwide.




Fretwell-Downing Informatics (FDI) is a British firm which has been applying appropriate technologies to deliver new solutions for information discovery, library management and knowledge delivery since 1992. Its LMS, OLIB7, has been implemented by a number of libraries in the UK and overseas.  Yorkshire Libraries & Information (YLI) Music and Drama Service,  for instance, selected OLIB7 in 2003 to provide a single  integrated catalogue to its collection of sets of music and plays and  Taylor​[35]​ describes the use of OLIB7 at Rotherham College of Arts and Technology. The experiences in implementing OLIB7 in the  legal firm, Pinsents, is described by Fordham​[36]​. Staff at FDI were also involved in developing a  portal solution , known as ZPORTAL,  and Murray ​[37]​ describes how FDI was awarded the contract to develop a new search engine, based on ZPORTAL, for the UK’s National Library for Health. FDI was acquired by the European arm (OCLC PICA) of the American organisation OCLC in 2005.

Talis
The Talis LMS has developed from pioneering work with libraries in the UK and Ireland over the last 30 years. Over 50 unitary, Metropolitan Borough and County Councils  in the UK use the Talis LMS and much work has been undertaken in developing extra features to enable  increasing demands  from users, e-government agendas, council financial systems and so on to be met. In 2002 Talis  launched its Information Environment , an architecture that  included a new generation of its LMS (Talis Alto), a cross-domain resource discovery portal (TalisPrism), guided resource access (Talis SignPost), and a comprehensive cataloguing database. Sharp​[38]​ described how Leeds Library and Information Service has used Talis for its LMS since 1992 but that it was not possible until the People’s Network project had been implemented to take advantage of all of Talis’ new products. Talis has also worked with CyMAL: Museums Archives and Library  Wales in  development of the “@ Your Library Wales” portal  to provide unified access to both electronic reference resources and library book holdings throughout the principality. There are also over 50  university and higher education colleges using  the Talis LMS and, similarly, extra features have been developed to help users in that sector – reading and resource list management systems, integration with VLEs, links with Student Registry systems and so on.  Miller, referred to as a ‘technology evangelist’,  works at Talis and has described the general developments of Web 2.0​[39]​ and  the implementation of  Talis’ Library 2.0, using Web 2.0 technologies, is spelled out in a ‘white paper’ ​[40]​. Library 2.0 is seen as a concept of a different type of library service where information is made available wherever and whenever a user needs it. 
Virtua
Virtua is an LMS product from the US company VTLS (which originally stood for the Virginia Tech Library System). VTLS Inc. is now a global company with a diverse company base of over 900 libraries in 35 countries. There has never been a strong VTLS presence in Britain – although the National Library of Scotland used VTLS in the early-mid 1990s. In 2005 with two major libraries – the Oxford University Library Service (OULS) and the National Library of Wales (NLW) chose to implement Virtua-based systems. OULS is the largest university library system in the UK as it incorporates the Bodleian Library which has been a copyright library for over 400 years. The NLW is also a copyright library  - but younger as it celebrates its centenary in 2007. The press release regarding the signing of the contract in late 2005 at NLW noted that “  the new contract signed with VTLS will bring together records for around 3 million of the Library's books and journals, about 55,000 archive and manuscript records, as well as 60,000 records of the National Screen and Sound Archive of Wales onto one comprehensive system. It will make finding resources easier for researchers in the Library and for those who use the catalogues remotely with the Library's website receiving nearly 600,000 hits every month. The NLW system will comprise the LMS product (Virtua) as well as an institutional repository module (VITAL) , an Electronic Rights Management System (VERIFY) and the AquaBrowser graphical search tool. A description of the Virtua system, although as implemented at the University of Lund, in Sweden, is provided by Dahl​[41]​.

Voyager, EnCompass
 The Voyager LMS was developed by the Endeavor Information Systems company in the US in 1994 and was implemented by a number of UK university libraries in the 1990s. Examples of universities which implemented Voyager during 2001-5 include Abertay in Dundee, Heriot Watt in Edinburgh, Kent, London School of Economics, Plymouth and the University of the Arts in London. The processes of procuring and implementing Voyager in a consortial solution adopted for the National Library of Scotland and the University of Edinburgh is described by Cannell and Guy ​[42]​. A consortial solution involving the Voyager LMS was also implemented by the University of Wales College of Medicine and the Welsh National Health Service libraries as reported by John and Wright ​[43]​.
Endeavor became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Elsevier Science Inc. in 2001 and has developed a number of other products in its move towards providing a digital library solution for libraries. Its EnCompass system is intended for managing, searching and linking a range of digital information sources (described by Cox ​[44]​) with the linking function being achieved using Endeavor’s LinkFinderPlus product. In 2003 the National Library of Scotland and the University of Edinburgh acquired EnCompass to allow for federated searches.  Swansea University Library has used Voyager since the 1990s and Brown and Smyth​[45]​ describe the use of LinkFinderPlus,  as well as another product Serials Solutions, to provide access to the full-text of electronic journals from the library’s Voyager OPAC. The University of Liverpool Library chose a variety of Endeavor digital library products for federated searching, VLE integration and so on to enhance its  Innopac LMS. 

VUBIS Smart  
The VUBIS LMS was originally developed at the Vrije Universiteiet Brussel in Belgium in the early 1980s  and was later acquired by the Canadian firm Geac to complement its offerings of LMS solutions for libraries. VUBIS Smart was launched in 2002 and has been implemented in   twelve public library systems  in Britain including Bridgend County Borough, Essex Libraries Consortium, North Lanarkshire, Swindon Borough and  Tameside Metropolitan Borough. The Essex Libraries Consortium is one of the UK’s largest library services and has been a customer of Geac since 1989; this consortium comprises all the libraries in Essex County as well as those in Southend-on-Sea and Thurrock. . VUBIS Smart supports the UK’s e-government initiatives through enabling access to e-books, e-payments and online registration. In early 2006  Golden Gate Capital acquired Geac and the company changed its name to Extensity. Extensity has also become the main distributor in the UK for the AquaBrowser graphical search interface system.

In comparing the LMS products available for use in the UK market in the 2000s with those of the 1990s ( and which were reported in British Librarianship 1991-2000) it can be noticed that there are many products that were included in the 1990s that have ceased being available in the 2000s. Examples include: ALS, Bookshelf/Genesis, CAIRS-LMS, DataTrek, Dynix, Geac ADVANCE, LIBERTAS and Tinlib.  Also there have been changes in the companies supplying the LMS products with mergers (such as between Dynix and Sirsi), re-formed companies (such as Extensity from Geac)  as well as the demise of some companies. 

3.	Reports in the literature of overviews of LMS during  2001-5

Ebenezer’s paper ​[46]​ published in 2002  described trends  in integrated library systems and focused on developments in Web technologies and standards, the software industry developments and enhancements in functionality and access from the user’s viewpoint. Yeates ​[47]​, also in 2002,  reported on digital library and information systems and this  included an assessment of the extent to which the LMSs of the time supported the needs of the users. He noted that the library portal solutions of the time did not address all the likely needs of the users and that LMS suppliers were putting together “ new product portfolios, through acquisition or development’. Felstead​[48]​  provides further detail of the functionality that was being offered by LMS  suppliers in her digest of the literature in 2003  carried out during preparation work at the Bodleian Library and OULS for the  replacement of their Geac ADVANCE system.  This included features such as:

	Interlibrary Loan (ILL) modules integrated into the circulation system (e.g. Unicorn’s   InterLibrary Loans (ILL) module).
	Electronic check-in of serials using an ‘Electronic Packing Slip’, an XML document which is uploaded to the local system and used to update check-in data at the issue level, including issue-level URLs for e-journals (e.g. Innovative Interfaces’ Millennium Serials E-Checkin).
	Computer-integrated telephony for sending reminders and information on reservations to users, and which enables them to conduct circulation-related transactions such as book renewals, checking of account status and cancellations or reservations over the telephone (e.g. Horizon Telephone Messaging).
	RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) technology for stock checking, circulation and security systems, using RFID tags instead of the traditional barcodes and magnetic strips to identify and track items (e.g. VTLS’s FASTRAC).
	Access to OPACs, including both searching and patron functions, via mobile devices such as wireless Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and mobile telephones (e.g. Innovative Interfaces’ AirPAC). 
	Integration of reading list and resource management software into Web OPACs.

In addition Felstead described the new products being developed by the LMS suppliers that are separate from, but complementary to, the traditional products and these include :

	Portal products, which offer users the ability to search a number of resources at once via a single interface ( e.g. MetaLib from Ex Libris). 
	Reference linking, which uses technology based on the OpenURL standard to generate context-sensitive links to other resources – for example, from a bibliographic record in the Web OPAC to the full-text resource (e.g.  LinkFinder Plus from Endeavor)
	Digital library solutions, designed to create and manage libraries’ growing collections of local digital content (e.g. Endeavor’s ENCompass for Digital Collections).
	Electronic resources management solutions to control subscription and licensing information for licensed resources such as e-journals and full-text databases (e.g. Electronic Resource Management by Innovative Interfaces).  

An overview of portal products ( such as Ex Libris, EnCompass, MAP and ZPORTAL)  from LMS suppliers was provided in 2003 by Ramsden​[49]​ of the Open University Library. 


4.	Some developments in LMS between 2001-5
 Some of the major developments affecting LMSs in UK libraries during 2001-5 are described here. The range shows the wide variety of ICT-related developments that have taken place in UK libraries in the period.

4.1	Technological developments
Probably the main technological development during 2001-5 has been the realisation of the importance of adherence to standards and the idea of ‘openness’ and thus a move away from ‘legacy’ LMS systems that only work with proprietary hardware and software towards the development of interoperable systems.. Standards are necessary for interoperability and as has been noted  already in this chapter, LMSs of the 2000s often incorporate software that has been written by organisations other than the main developer of the LMS. Standards that have been used in LMS are various and include:
	Markup languages. XML – the Extensible Markup Language has become the de facto standard for representation of information content delivered via the Web. Yeates ​[50]​ reported on a European Commission-funded project investigating the use of XML by archives, libraries and museums for their catalogues.  
	Digital object locators. The static Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of the 1990s which provides an address system that enables computers to communicate with each other via the Web has been developed in various ways that have needed to be addressed by LMS suppliers. These include the Digital Object Identifier (DOI), Persistent URLs (or PURLs) and the OpenURL.  
Metadata standards. These include the MARC and the Functional Requirement for Bibliographic Records  from the Network Development and MARC Standards Office at the Library of Congress (http://www.loc.gov/marc/ (​http:​/​​/​www.loc.gov​/​marc​/​​)), as well as the Dublin Core MetaData Initiative (http://dublincore.org/ (​http:​/​​/​dublincore.org​/​​)) for describing e-resources, and the Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standards (METS) for encoding descriptive, administrative and structural metadata for objects within a digital library.  
Character encoding. The ability for LMSs to function with different language interfaces is a mandatory requirement for some libraries  in the UK. For instance, at the National Library of Wales the user interface with the Virtua system is available through Welsh as well as English. In many other libraries in Wales the choice of language is presented at the start of searching an OPAC – be it a Voyager-based OPAC (as used at the university libraries of Aberystwyth, Cardiff or Swansea), or TalisPrism for a consortium of public libraries in Anglesey, Conwy and Gwynedd, or Innovative at the University of Bangor. The Unicode standard (ISO 10646) is used in all those LMSs to enable appropriate storage and display of the Welsh character set.
Information retrieval protocols. Z39.50 is the standard that enables a user in one library to search and retrieve information from other libraries which have also implemented Z39.50.  Z39.50 was an important standard used in the ‘clumps’ projects of Phase 3 of the eLib Programme and many of the LMSs ( e.g. Horizon, Millennium, OLIB7, Talis, Unicorn) enable its use.  Dunsire and Macgregor​[51]​ provided a review of the evolution of Z39.50 and how it was used in various JISC-funded projects and Macgregor and Nicolaides​[52]​ suggested strategies for improved performance  from distributed systems based on Z39.50. 
Interlibrary loan (ILL) protocols. Developments in standardisation of ILL protocols have resulted in the ability to search across OPACs (developed using different LMSs) and then identify specific resources that can be shared amongst users. The Combined Regions (TCR) in the UK  provides interlending services to its 140 member library organisations across the South West, North East, East Midlands, North East and Scotland and  UnityUK  is the TCR’s web-based resource sharing and interlibrary loan service. Derbyshire, Lincolnshire and Oxfordshire were the first authorities to use UnityUK  which is based on software developed by FDI/OCLC Pica.
Metadata harvesting. The Open Archives Initiative is intended to develop and promote interoperability standards to facilitate information dissemination. The term ‘harvesting’ refers to gathering metadata together from multiple distributed repositories into one combined store. The Open Archives Initiative - Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) attempts to solve problems of digital library interoperability by enabling metadata to be harvested from OAI-compliant databases and assembled in one central location. OAI-PMH is a key standard used in the Institutional Repositories and Subject Repositories of journal articles, e-theses, and so on that are being developed across many UK academic libraries, such as that at Edinburgh University (Jones and Andrew ​[53]​).
Standards for circulation control. Many LMSs provide links from the OPAC to information about the location of a specified item ( is it out on loan? if so, when will it be returned etc.) as well as linking to self-check machines from various manufacturers ( Bibliotheca, 3M etc.) .  Standards such as the NISO (National Information Standards Organization) Circulation Interchange Protocol (NCIP) and the Standard Interchange Protocol (SIP) are used for such purposes.  
 Web 2.0 is a further technological development that many LMS suppliers are incorporating into their systems.  The online encyclopedia, Wikipedia, defines Web 2.0 in the following way (at the time of writing in May 2006):
“Web 2.0 generally refers to a second generation of services available on the World Wide Web (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​World_Wide_Web" \o "World Wide Web​) that lets people collaborate and share information online. In contrast to the first generation, Web 2.0 gives users an experience closer to desktop applications than the traditional static Web pages. The term was popularized by O'Reilly Media (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​O%27Reilly_Media" \o "O'Reilly Media​) and MediaLive International (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​MediaLive_International" \o "MediaLive International​) as the name for a series of web development conferences that started in October 2004. …The term may include blogs (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Weblog" \o "Weblog​) and wikis (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Wiki" \o "Wiki​). To some extent Web 2.0 is a buzzword (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Buzzword" \o "Buzzword​), incorporating whatever is newly popular on the Web (such as tags (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Tags" \o "Tags​) and podcasts (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Podcasts" \o "Podcasts​)), and its meaning is still in flux” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2 (​http:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Web_2​))

4.2	Growth in e-content
The LMSs of the 2000s were mainly developed from earlier systems which were designed for use with print materials and comprise functions such as cataloguing; circulation control; providing access to the catalogue – via an OPAC; acquisitions; serials control; interlibrary lending – to enable books and serials to be borrowed from different libraries. These processes may still be needed but much of the ‘content’ in libraries is in digital form and so the LMSs need to be able to carry out the necessary processes for users to access these information sources. The e-content covers various types of material – including e-books, e-journals, e-theses and full-text reference collections such as encyclopaedias and dictionaries.
Armstrong et al​[54]​ described the state of e-books in the UK’s academic libraries in 2002. Much of this was based on a mapping project undertaken for the JISC’s Working Group on e-books (http://www.jisc.ac.uk/index.cfm?name=coll_wg_ebooks_research (​http:​/​​/​www.jisc.ac.uk​/​index.cfm?name=coll_wg_ebooks_research​)) and was one of a series of four projects looking at e-books in libraries in further education and higher education institutions. E-books are also used in public libraries with Richmond-upon-Thames being one of the first authorities to provide access to these (Vidana​[55]​).  In some cases access to e-content is ‘integrated’ into the LMS with records being included in the OPAC, and links through to the full-text of the journal or book whereas in other cases portal software linked to the LMS provides access to the e-content.
4.3 Self service and RFID
An important development related to LMSs during the 1990s was the installation of self-issue and self-renewal machines in libraries so that users could issue and return their own books. This development has continued in the 2000s and Gollin and Pinder​[56]​ reported on a survey of 127 academic libraries out in 2002 where 76% of responses received  stated that self-check had resulted in a significant positive change to the operation of their library. A major development in this area has been in the use of Radio Frequency Identification Systems (RFID). Snelling ​[57]​ described the use of self-issue workstations employing RFID at Colchester Library in Essex which, by 2004, had achieved a rate of 50% of all loans being carried out by self-issue. Hopkinson and Chandrakar​[58]​ described the first year of using  RFID at the library at the University of Middlesex and Backhouse​[59]​ prepared a Technology and  Standards  Watch report on RFID for JISC.


4.4	Development of the UK Core Specification (UKCS) for LMS

The United Kingdom Core Specification (UKCS) of functional requirements for LMS was made available in 2005  following a pilot project in which  libraries from all sectors, academic, public and special, tested  it out. UKCS was developed by Juliet Leeves in conjunction with a number of LMS suppliers in order to help staff in libraries who find that they have to develop a specification, or operational requirement, for a new LMS, often within a tight timeframe. The suppliers agreed a core set of requirements, together with a variant set to meet the needs of differing market sectors. The UKCS contains over 500 requirements covering the following main functional areas:

	Bibliographic database management




	Document delivery and inter-library loans
	Management information

The development of UKCS  was supported by CILIP (http://www.cilip.org.uk/professionalguidance/lms/corespecification.htm (​http:​/​​/​www.cilip.org.uk​/​professionalguidance​/​lms​/​corespecification.htm​)). Earlier work of the development of a model system specification for the procurement of LMS was reported by Fisher et al. ​[60]​.

4.5 LMS and library staff
The days when only a  handful of ‘systems staff’ were knowledgeable about matters related to LMS and ICT were long gone by the 2000s. Following the eLib programme in academic libraries and the People’s Network in the UK’s public libraries most library and information professionals now have a certain amount of ICT-related skills. Pinfield ​[61]​ outlined, in general, the roles and skills that are now required by library and information professionals and  Biddiscombe​[62]​ ​[63]​ discussed the changing roles of library and information professionals, exemplified by the situation at the University of Birmingham Library. However, some library authorities prefer to outsource all their LMS  ( and sometimes ICT) ‘activity’ rather than have staff responsible for this within the authority. DS, for instance, offers a Facilities Management Centre and Surrey County Council is an example of an authority which uses this for its Galaxy LMS.
	Most libraries in the UK started to use LMSs in the 1980s and 1990s and during the 2000s the challenge for library staff when a new system is introduced is how to migrate the data, procedures and so on from the old to the new system. Cohn et al.​[64]​ provided a basic text book in this area which was revised for a UK readership. However, Merthyr Tydfil Public Libraries, the smallest library authority in England and Wales implemented its first LMS in this period. Mitchell​[65]​ described its implementation of Talis and concluded “I think that the library management system is also having a major impact on the positive interaction staff can have with the public”. Building the confidence of library staff is an important factor when implementing a new LMS and Brazier ​[66]​ described how involving staff in the process of choosing the new ALEPH system at the British Library helped. Project management methodologies are sometimes used and Stanley et al.​[67]​ described the use of the PRINCE2 (Projects IN Controlled Environments) for a number of projects, including the development of a portal based on MAP from Innovative Interfaces at the University of Leeds. Another methodology, the Six Sigma, and its phases Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve, Control (DMAIC) phases was described by Kumi and Morrow ​[68]​  who used it to analyse aspects related to the 3M self-issue systems at Newcastle University Library. Although in previous surveys of users in Newcastle had  shown them to have been satisfied with the service from the self-issue machines it was felt that the level of investment was not resulting in a high amount of use. The paper from Newcastle concluded, “The Library benefited from Six Sigma not only in that it achieved its goal of increasing the self-issue percentage but it also provided us with a potential method of addressing a problem accurately and speedily in a systematic way. Whilst we at Newcastle University are by no means experts in Six Sigma, 3M were willing to share their expertise in this. Six Sigma methodology has given us a new problem-solving mechanism and one which we can seek to apply to future projects.” The project management issues faced by staff working on projects within the eLib Programme were identified by Pinfield​[69]​ and various lessons to be learned outlined.  A good introduction to project management techniques for library and information professionals is provided by Allan​[70]​. The North East Museums Libraries and Archive (NEMLAC) produced a supplier selection toolkit (http://reg.ukoln.ac.uk/~et207/Nemlac-Toolkit-RC2/index.php (​http:​/​​/​reg.ukoln.ac.uk​/​~et207​/​Nemlac-Toolkit-RC2​/​index.php​)) in 2005. Although this was not directly aimed at  those charged with choosing  LMSs, nevertheless, the structure of the toolkit  with sections covering  planning, tendering, procurement, evaluation of bids, contract, and managing suppliers could prove to be useful in an LMS context.  
Staff need to keep up to date with LMS, and related developments. For most staff now a system of Continuous Professional Development is normal – which involves attendance at appropriate courses and so on. Involvement with the user groups of LMS provides a good way for those closely involved with the LMS to learn of developments etc. Blogs, or weblogs, another development of the 2000s, can also be good ways of keeping abreast of developments in LMSs. For instance, Lorcan Dempsey, the former Director of UKOLN (formerly the UK Office for Library Networking)  and now  Vice president and Chief Strategist at OCLC in Dublin, Ohio has a weblog which, on occasion, includes his views on LMS developments (e.g. http://orweblog.oclc.org/archives/000786.html (​http:​/​​/​orweblog.oclc.org​/​archives​/​000786.html​)). The Talis website provides links to a number of blogs - see http://www.talis.com/community/Talisblogs.shtml (​http:​/​​/​www.talis.com​/​community​/​Talisblogs.shtml​).
4.5	LMS and library users
The OPAC is the module of an LMS with which library users have most contact and therefore this needs to be designed and modified in an appropriate manner. The general tendency over the 2000s was to provide for as simple an interface as possible – the belief being that users are familiar with the basic search facilities of the online bookstore Amazon and the search engine Google and so wish to search a library’s catalogue using an “Amazagoogle” approach. This is the approach taken by the RedLightGreen (http://www.redlightgreen.com/ucwprod/web/workspace.jsp (​http:​/​​/​www.redlightgreen.com​/​ucwprod​/​web​/​workspace.jsp​)) project of the Research Libraries Group in the US and which is being investigated by some libraries in the UK. Some libraries are involved in creating special interfaces for specific groups such as children or the elderly.
	Following the implementation of the Disability Discrimination Act in the UK all libraries need to ensure that they comply with the necessary regulations to ensure accessibility to their e-content.  This could include those users with visual disabilities (i.e. blind or partially sighted, or colour blind), hearing disabilities, physical disabilities, or  cognitive disabilities. In the UK the Royal National Institute for the Blind has provided help and advice on accessibility issues and in the academic sector the JISC has provided the TechDIS advisory centre (http://www.techdis.ac.uk/). Reports have appeared on how various libraries have provided access; for instance Cahill and Cornish​[71]​ described facilities for library users  at the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea, Edwards​[72]​ described facilities at West Sussex libraries and Jones and Tedd​[73]​ reported on accessibility issues of the OPACs in three university libraries in Wales. 
Users obviously featured centrally in the People’s Network project of the early 2000s and  Potts​[74]​ described, in 2003 the vision of public library service in the UK  as seen by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport and contained in the report Framework for the Future ​[75]​. The report suggested that the People’s Network moved forward  from ‘just’ providing access to the Internet by helping to deliver a variety of e-government initiatives through the provision of e-services. It was suggested that this should cover areas including:
	Online enquiries ( Berube​[76]​ provided an overview of the Ask a Librarian services in the UK in 2004)  
	Reference materials –dealing with e-content suppliers such as KnowUK, News UK, xrefer, and Oxford Reference Online means that members of public libraries can access a variety of digital information sources 24/7 from outside the physical library building.
	E-government – to enable access for all to the UK government’s DirectGov (http://www.direct.gov.uk)
	e-learning – through  online courses available form agencies such as learndirect (http://www.learndirect.co.uk)
The People’s Network website of 2006 (http://www.peoplesnetwork.gov.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.peoplesnetwork.gov.uk​)) provided links for users of England’s public libraries to Discover, Enquire and Read. Projects involving innovative use of ICT   for reader development,  with links to the OPACs of libraries in Wales, were described by Bird and Tedd​[77]​.  
  	 

5. Some final thoughts 

One ‘hole’ highlighted in the ‘final thoughts’ section of the 1991-2000 chapter on LMSs was the dearth of papers describing a post-implementation evaluation of LMSs. Myhill​[78]​ has overcome that to an extent with a paper outlining a methodology for evaluating an LMS implementation which involved allocation of points for various aspects or phases including pre-procurement; purchase; implementation and initial training and support; operation and ongoing training and support; development; and upgrade and replacement. 
The impact of digital content and digital libraries will affect all library and information services and needs to be addressed by LMS suppliers in the future. In a book on the policy, planning and practice of digital libraries (Andrews and Law​[79]​) there was no mention made in the case studies described of LMSs. Breeding ​[80]​ in his 2006 review of the LMS marketplace concludes that “Industry fragmentation endures; a large number of companies offer highly overlapping products with marginal differentiation in a limited market. The reshuffling in 2005 may be only an interim stage as the industry reorganises itself, adjusting to a new balance of library priorities tipping more toward managing electronic content with less emphasis on traditional automation issues”. The application of Web 2.0 technologies and an ability to well integrate access and management of digital content into their  products are key requirements of the LMSs of the future.
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